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Agriculture is very important in today’s world. The world still and will always relies on what we produce from the land. Technology advances how we farm today. Studying agriculture means working in an important industry that is both considered to be fast-moving and high-tech.

Students who love science and math may also take agriculture of course. Agriculture includes, finding a problem, create a plan, make or develop method, execute and test the plan, and dedication to carry through the process as like what Science subject is. For mathematician students Agriculture is also one of the best for them, Collecting and analyzing data, optimizing the conditions for plants to grow, or determining the amount of yield you want to produce – math is always there.

Courses in Agriculture are agriculture crop production, animal health care management, animal production, aquaculture, artificial insemination, fish capture, fishing gear repair and maintenance, fish products preservation and packaging, fish wharf operation, food processing, horticulture, landscape installation and maintenance, organic agriculture, pest management, rice machinery operations, rubber processing, rubber production and slaughtering operations. Since these fields are so broad, students will find a number of career paths which exist in any one field. Whether you want sciences – zoology, biology – or you want to put up your own business – you want to be entrepreneur – or simply a farmer, there are so many options available to graduates.

Above all, majoring in agriculture is a rewarding experience. Career may be challenging, laborious, expensive at times, figuring how to handle a bad crop season or simply trying to convince your parents that this major is the right one for you. Whatever
challenges you may face, being in the field is really amazing. Discovering techniques and new technologies in this field and simply growing a healthy crops, animals, livestocks and fishes that will feed the world. Agriculture feeds the nation.
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